STRATEGIC PLANNING: MAXIMIZING CAMPUS WIDE IMPACT OF GLOBALLY NETWORKED LEARNING.

Round table Discussion

Richard Cahill, Director of International Education, Associate Professor of History, Berea College

Lisa Irving, Instructor, History, Mt. Hood Community College
Mapping Course Objectives

- Partnership
- Learning Goals
- Intended Outcomes
- Unintended Outcomes
- Expanding the partnership
- General Education and GNL
- Advantages for smaller, rural and community college communities
Spinoff Campus Connections, Planning Stage

- Instructional
  - International Ed
  - Study Abroad
  - Languages and Lit
  - Humanities, Social Sciences
  - Others?

- Campus Community
  - Student Clubs
  - Student Government
Maximizing: Student Learning Experience

- What steps in the planning stage will maximize the impact of the student learning experience on General Education Outcomes for your institution?
Maximizing Partner Benefits

Partnership Needs:

- What partner institution expects
- Tools for building General Ed Outcomes
- Ongoing assessment of course goals, success
- Experimenting vs. guaranteed Outcomes

- Match expands a diversity learning objective
- Creates further study abroad opportunities?
- Supported by planned student activities
- Community support for student experience
Partnerships

- What does partner institution need from me?
- How to meet goals of partner institution
- Clarifying 2-3 achievable objectives for Course
- Meeting both institutions’ budgeting guidelines
- Sharing progress with both institutions
- Planning for next stage of the course
- Using GNL course experience to prepare Gen Ed students for Study Abroad (both institutions)
Case Study: USA-Egypt

- Finding a Partner
- Defining Common Assignments
- Linking Student
- Assessment
Katie (USA) and Mahmoud (Egypt)
Hala (Egypt) and John (USA)
Joan (USA) and Omar (Egypt)
Assessment: Demonstrating Success with Initial Outcomes

- In strategic planning stage, what 2-3 outcomes will demonstrate success in round one for GNL course? For home institution, partner institution?
Maintaining Momentum for Budget and General Education Enrollment

- What demonstrated successes/learning outcomes will build budget momentum for continuing/expanding GNL in general education curriculum?
Additional Ideas, Maximizing Strategic Goals for GNL:

- Any Strategies that maximize campus wide impact of GNL: